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Abstract
Background: Osteoarthritis is the most common form of hand arthritis and arthritis of the carpometacarpal joint of
the thumb is a potentially limiting disease. There is no homogeneity in the evaluation of outcomes for the rhizarthrosis treatment. In an attempt to standardize the evaluation of results, some subjective questionnaires, non-specific,
were used to evaluate rhizarthrosis. Trapeziometacarpal Arthrosis Symptoms and Disability (TASD) was described by
Becker et al.with the purpose of evaluating symptom intensity and degree of disability, as to compare results after
treatment. Our objective is to translate, validate and do the cultural adaptation of the questionnaire TASD into the
Brazilian Portuguese.
Methods: The questionnaire was translated, with reverse translation. The translations were evaluated and synthesized by a committee, arriving at TASD-BR. Thirty-one patients with a diagnosis of rhizarthrosis answered the questionnaire. We evaluated, the internal consistency, reliability, agreement and ceiling and floor effect for validation.
Results: The questionnaires were translated and adapted according to defined protocols. The internal consistency,
through Cronbach’s α coefficient for TASD-BR, was 0.927. The questionnaire’s reliability, through the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient, was also shown to be quite high, with κ = 0.961 (0.954–0.967). The agreement, measured through the
Standard Error Measurement, remained with standardized values below 5%. There was no ceiling and floor effect.
Conclusion: Through specific methodology we consider TASD-BR translated and valid for the Brazilian Portuguese.
Keywords: Osteoarthritis, Surveys and questionnaires, Translation, Carpometacarpal joints, Reproducibility of Results
Background
Osteoarthritis is the most common form of hand arthritis. It is a complex disorder that can be characterized in
several subtypes such as interphalangeal arthrosis, nodular arthritis, erosive arthritis, and arthritis of the carpometacarpal joint of the thumb, or rhizarthrosis [1, 2].
The handgrip mechanism depends mainly on the
thumb. For the performance of this movement, besides
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the integrity and harmony of the tenar musculature, it is
necessary to have adequate positioning and congruence
of its joints, especially the carpometacarpal joint of the
thumb [3].
Rhizarthrosis is a potentially limiting disease, which
causes pain and decreases the capacity for work, leisure, physical activities, and daily activities with a consequent decrease in quality of life [4, 5]. However, the
patient’s symptoms do not always correspond to the
radiographic findings. Radiographic variation or ultrasound exams showing joint degeneration may not correspond to functional or inflammatory limitations. This
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can disturb the management and the indications of
treatment [1, 6].
There is no homogeneity in the evaluation of outcomes for the rhizarthrosis treatment. In a systematic
review, 316 papers were evaluated, which found 65
instruments for outcome measures after some type of
treatment [7]. This lack of standardization of measuring
instruments can be a bias in the evaluation of clinical
outcomes, and perhaps for this reason, no evidence of
the superiority of one treatment over another is found
[8].
In an attempt to standardize the evaluation of results,
some subjective questionnaires, non-specific, were
used to evaluate rhizarthrosis, without much success
[7, 8]. We found in the literature three specific questionnaires for the evaluation of rhizarthrosis, all in English language. In 2007, the Nelson Score was described,
which had little acceptance [9]. Also, specific to evaluate rhizarthrosis, the Thumb Disability Exam (TDX)
questionnaire was described by Noback et al., with
20 questions [11]. At last, in 2016, Trapeziometacarpal Arthrosis Symptoms and Disability (TASD) was
described by Becker et al.with the purpose of evaluating symptom intensity and degree of disability, as to
compare results after treatment. It was the result of a
summary done through information collected from
doctors, patients and the literature. It was elaborated
with 12 questions in 2 subdivisions, one of them with 7
items related to symptoms, and the other with 5 items
related to the inability to perform activities [10].
The questions are answered considering what happened to the patient in the last two weeks. The “intensity of symptoms” was categorized on a scale of 1 (no
symptoms) up to 5 (very intense symptoms), and the
difficulty of performing activities was categorized on a
scale of 1 (without difficulty) up to 5 (unable to do it),
following the Likert scale [10]. The results obtained are
transformed into a variable between 0 and 100, according the formula [10]:


N
− 1 ∗ 25
Score =
Q−B
where N is the total sum, Q is the number of total
questions and B is the number of questions left blank,
being a maximum of 2 to be considered valid. Thus, the
higher the score, the greater the disability. This questionnaire are quick to fill out and easy to understand.
In the original description, TASD showed good validity
and reproducibility in relation to the specific symptoms
and limitations of rhizarthrosis [10].
The translation and cultural adaptation process
of questionnaires described in other languages 
is a
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common practice in the literature. The objective of
this process is to make it possible to compare results
through a homogeneous outcome, even in papers made
in different cultural contexts [12]. Due to its characteristics, TDX has been translated and validated into
Portuguese but we didn’t find previous translations
for TASD, in any other languages [11, 13]. Compared
to TDX, the TASD questionnaire is easily and quickly
for patients, therefore, the objective of this paper was
to translate, do the cultural adaptation and validate the
questionnaire “Trapeziometacarpal Arthrosis Symptoms and Disability Questionnarie (TASD)” into the
Brazilian Portuguese.

Methods
This survey of translation, cultural adaptation and validation was carried out the postgraduate program in health
sciences applied to sport and physical activity and at
the hand surgery clinic at the University Hospital. The
research was properly approved by the Research Ethics
Committee. The authors of the original questionnaire
authorized the translation process. All individuals who
participated in the study filled out the informed consent
form.
The translation and cultural adaptation were done
following guidelines of Beaton et al. [14]. Initially, the
translation into Brazilian Portuguese was done by two
independent translators, one specialist in the medical
field and the other specialist in languages. Both with Brazilian Portuguese as their native language. Two translations were achieved: T1 and T2. They were synthesized
by an expert committee, reaching a T12 version in Brazilian Portuguese.
This T12 version was handed to two independent translators, different from the first ones, with English as their
native language, and the reverse translation was done. So,
we come to two reverse translations: BT1 and BT2. The
experts committee composed of translators, orthopedists
and physiotherapists, reviewed all documents, resolving discrepancies by consensus. The pre-test version of
TASD-BR was completed.
The research was carried out using medical records of
patients who were diagnosed with rhizarthrosis but had
not been submitted to any surgical procedures between
2014 and 2017. We obtained a total of 69 patients, of
whom 12 were excluded because of other pre-existing hand and wrist disorders. Out of the remaining 57
patients, 22 were excluded for not attending to phone
calls and further 2 patients were excluded for declining to participate in a retest which was to be performed
between 2 and 4 weeks after the first test. We therefore
remained with 31 patients for the study. Out of these, 15
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patients had a bilateral while 16 had a unilateral involvement, totaling 46 assessed hands.
The printed pre-test questionnaire was applied to the
patients and completed without assistance. For patients
with low education, the researcher, without direct interference, performed a reading. The same researcher made
all the applications. The re-test was applied after 2 to
4 weeks, by e-mail or telephone contact, having the same
researcher reading and filling out the questionnaire. In
patients with bilateral disease, the questionnaire was performed for each hand.
Statistical analysis

The questionnaire validation process was done with the
calculation of the psychometric variables. Internal consistency, a measure of the homogeneous relation of the
items in the questionnaire, was calculated using Cronbach’s α coefficient for each of the items, with α ≥ 0.70, as
described by Streiner and Norman [15]. The ceiling and
floor effect was considered when more than 15% of the
interviewers reached the maximum (scored 95 or more)
or minimum score (scored 5 or less). If this effect occurs,
it is a sign of low content validity, and can unite different individuals in the same group, also harming reliability
and responsiveness.
Reliability was assessed using the intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC) obtained through the test and re-test.
We used the correlation classification scale according to
Landis and Koch, through Cohen’s kappa coefficient, κ, in
which there is a variation from − 1 to 1, where 1 means
total agreement, − 1 means total disagreement and zero
means randomness [16]. Agreement was assessed using
the standard error of measurement (SEM), which reflects
the instrument intrinsic error. The SEM is calculated as
the standard deviation of the differences between the
scores of the two test and re-test sessions, divided by the
square root of 2 [17, 18]. Construct Validity measures the
relation of a new instrument with other instruments that
theoretically assess similar hypotheses and concepts. It
was verified by means of the linear correlation coefficient
between Spearman ordinal variables in the translated
questionnaires Trapeziometacarpal Arthrosis Symptoms

and Disability (TASD-BR) and the Thumb Disability
Exam (TDX-BR), considering good validity when the
ρ ≥ 0.7 coefficient [15, 17, 18].
The relation between the final score and the involvement of the dominant member was verified. The comparison was done using a paired t test. Correlations or
significant differences were considered to be those in
which the p value found was less than or equal to 0.05
[15].

Results
The questionnaire was applied to 31 patients, 29
answered the printed questionnaire individually and
two patients with low education had the questionnaire
read by a researcher. A total of 15 patients had bilateral
involvement, and answered a questionnaire for each of
the thumbs. A total of 46 questionnaires were taken.
In the population studied, 83.9% were women, 48.4%
had the disease bilaterally, 32.2% only on the left and
19.4% only on the right. However, 90.3% had the right
hand as dominant. Regarding the time of symptom
beginning, 21.8% had symptoms less than 2 years, 43.4%
between 2 and 10 years, and 34.8% more than 10 years.
The results of internal consistency, ceiling and floor
effects, agreement and reliability are shown in Table 1.
For the questionnaire, and even when separated by subdivisions “symptoms” and “ability to perform activities”,
high internal consistency was found (α > 0.70), ceiling and
floor notable effect were not observed, high confidence
(κ > 0.60), and the agreement was considered as good
(< 10%) or very good (< 5%) [15, 17, 18].
The construct validity was also shown to be high
(ρ = 0.893, p < 0.001). Comparing the TASD-BR with the
TDX-BR, previously translated, they demonstrate a linear
relation, according to the dispersion graph in Fig. 1.
In 46 evaluated hands, 54.3% were non-dominant
hands and 45.7% were dominant hands. The fact that
the disease affects the dominant or non-dominant hand
did not cause significant differences (t = 0.34; p = 0.736)
(Fig. 2).
Patient related difficulties in completing the questionnaires, and the patients fill out once, without limit of

Table 1 Internal consistency, Floor and ceiling effects, reliability and agreement for the TASD questionnaire (n = 46)
Cronbach’s α

Floor/ceiling (in %)a

ICC – κ (IC95%)b

(SEM in %)c

TASD

0.927

4.3%/0%

0.961 (0.954–0.967)

3.87

Symptoms

0.919

2.2%/0%

0.966 (0.957–0.972)

3.68

Ability to perform activities

0.847

6.5%/2.2%

0.955 (0.942–0.965)

5.49

a

Percentage of scores less than 5 or greater than 95

b

ICC—Intraclass Correlation Coefficient

c

SEM—Standard Error of Measurement
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Fig. 1 Correlation between the patients’ scores on the TDX-BR and
TASD-BR questionnaires

Fig. 2 Box diagram for TASD-BR score, in relation to the dominant or
non-dominant hand

time or prior verification. All patients evaluated considered the questions clear and easy to understand. So the
experts committee decided to not change the pre-test
version and we concluded the final version of TASD-BR
(Fig. 3).

Discussion
The diagnosis of rhizarthrosis is based on clinical signs
and symptoms confirmed by imaging exams. The clinical
condition of rhizarthrosis is characterized by progressive
pain, limitation of pinch activities involving the thumb,
edema at the base of the thumb, apparent angular deviation and crackling [19]. However, Baker et al. in reviewing the evidence-based literature observed that most of
the patients with radiological images of rhizarthrosis
are asymptomatic. The alterations found in the imaging
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exams do not always correspond to the clinical condition
presented, that means, patients with typical alterations in
the imaging exam may have mild symptoms or even be
asymptomatic [20, 21].
Self-assessment questionnaires have been used in
the literature to evaluate treatment results for different
health problems. The translation and cultural adaptation
to Brazilian Portuguese makes it possible to use these
instruments in Brazil [22–24]. In search for a more specific tool, questionnaires have been described to evaluate
the pain intensity and the functional limitation caused by
rhizarthrosis. In 2007, the Nelson Score was described,
which presents 10 questions about daily activities of living, with the objective of evaluating the surgical results
of rhizarthrosis [9]. In 2016, the Thumb Disability Exam
(TDX) was described, which consists of 20 questions.
During the translation and validation process, it was
considered reproducible for Brazilian Portuguese (TDXBR), although difficulties in understanding some questions have been described, according to the translators
[13]. In the description of the TASD, Becker et al.considered to be a simple and self-administered scoring system
and was considered concise and useful in the evaluating of symptoms and disability related to rhizarthrosis
[20]. In our paper, the application of the translated and
validated TASD-BR to patients did not present any difficulty in understanding. We consider this questionnaire
to be more concise and simpler, even though it maintains
a good linear correlation with the TDX-BR. The time
to complete the questionnaire was not measured, but
because there are eight questions less than the TDX-BR,
we deduce to be shorter.
Following the recommendations of Matsuo et al., we
chose to keep the page in vertical format, as it facilitates
understanding in the Brazilian socio-cultural context
[25].
The method used to apply this questionnaire should be
considered as a limitation factor. The first application was
done personally with all the patients. The second application was carried out through telephone or e-mail contacts. We only had personal interviews with 2 patients
who did not know how to read. This is used to prevent
social exclusion of patients due to low education levels which could lead to reduction of the sample [26, 27].
Furthermore, many patients had financial limitations to
move back to the hospital to a new evaluation. Since we
never experienced or witnessed any difficulty in understanding the questionnaire during the first application,
we considered that the second method of data collection
could not result in significant results discrepancy.
For the TASD-BR questionnaire, and even when separated by subdivisions "symptoms" and "ability to perform activities", high internal consistency was found,
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with α ≥ 0.70, and notable ceiling and floor effect were
not observed. Internal consistency is the measurement
property that assesses the ability of a questionnaire to
measure a single concept using multiple items, or even
evaluating it in subdivisions. Therefore, it is extremely
important that this value is high, as they denote specificity in testing a construct.
We chose the interval of 2 to 4 weeks between the
test and the re-test. This interval should be sufficient to
avoid any change in symptoms or progression of the disease, neither for the patient to be able to remember the
answers that he had answered in the previous questionnaire [18]. The questionnaire showed high reliability.
Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) values greater
than 0.60 are considered to be a good correlation. In our
study, this value was κ = 0.961 (0.954–0.967). These values denote a high correlation between test and retest and
demonstrate that the questionnaire is reliable in reproducing symptoms.
Agreement, measured using the SEM, was considered
to be good (< 10%) or very good (< 5%). The questionnaire
had a high correlation between the test and the retest,
with κ = 0.961 (0.954–0.967). All variables maintained
the same pattern when compared to the original questionnaire [10, 17, 18].
Construct Validity measures the relation of a new
instrument with other instruments that theoretically
assess similar hypotheses and concepts. As there was no
description of a specific gold standard questionnaire for
rhizarthrosis, the original TASD questionnaire maintained a linear correlation with The Disabilities of Arm
Shoulder and Hand Score (DASH), Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ9) and Pain Self Efficacy Questionnaire
(PSEQ) [10, 14]. In our research, the construct validity
was measured by the correlation between the results of
the TDX-BR questionnaire, previously translated [13].
A linear relation was found between the two questionnaires. This means that high scores on the TDX-BR
must correlate with high scores on the TASD-BR, and
vice versa. This correlation denotes efficiency in the two
scores in measuring the same construct [15, 17, 18].
Although the disease was more prevalent in the nondominant hand, the difference was not significant, and no
correlation was found in the TASD-BR scores considering that. Thus, we conclude that this fact should not be
considered as bias.

Conclusion
We consider the TASD questionnaire as translated into
Brazilian Portuguese. The TASD-BR version is valid.
Following consolidated guidelines, we have an objective instrument, which can be used in research related
to rhizarthrosis in Brazil, in evaluating outcomes or
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diagnoses, with no need for authorization from the
authors or training to apply.
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